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Tighe: …Holy Ground

I

CHRISTOPHER P. TIGHE

.. .Holy Ground
Thoughts pervade and intrude ...
where have
they all gone? the
faces of yester
year,
names and faces, but no memories.
forgotten moments
... names. do they remember? present
day, will it vanish as black and
white?
longing to reach, to feel, to go
back. what would they say. do they feel
the same pain? bitter, bitter pain. sorrow
as tears fall
hitting the pages.
gosts of dead
radiate through spine
as it shakes them loose.
forgotten moments ...forgotten dreams.
desire,
honor,
respect,
love,
things to die for. Thoughts of the
one spirit
guiding,
leading,
holding,
longing.
resounding bells. gleam forgotten, lost.
pain of forgetting,
pain of remembering,
pain of having.
image. what of image? do they remember my image. selfish wants.
image to be remembered. why, why...
some are dead, others missing, ones never want to go back,
others do,
i need to. my love for the place draws me like a demon.
more good than harm. harm forgotten. pain to remember.
Thoughts pervade and intrude ...
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